OPENING RECEPTION | 
GLAUKO ALIZARA & LUCAS WAYRA
Opening reception Saturday June 27th from 6 to 10pm

Dynamism Redux is the first major U.S. exhibition by Londonbased artists Glauko Alizara and Lucas
Wayra. This collaborative exhibition incorporates painting, sculpture and installative processes in order to
explore shifting color tensions in space and how those aspects of the built environment affect the viewer.
The works contain a dynamic quality, whether by maintaining an element of perpetual motion, having the
capacity to be altered in a participatory manner, or having viewers shift their own bodies in space in order
to fully experience the work.
After obtaining her degree in photography from the Royal Academy of Art in London in 2007, Alizara
(Australian born in 1984) has since worked around the world as a celebrated multimedia artist with a
concentration in light and sound technology. Influenced by design, photography, and film, Alizara's
practice is rooted in new methods of painting and seeks to identify the ambiguities of presentday optical
creation that explore chiaroscuro in place of pigment. By directing the flow of natural light, embedding
artificial light within objects or architecture, or playing with light through the use of transparent,
translucent or reflective materials, Alizara explores color harmonies in space.
Wayra (London, England, born in 1985) was trained as an architect at Glasgow School of Art and
Architecture in Scotland, obtaining his degree in 2009. His work focuses on contemporary issues in urban

space by analyzing the changeable and active nature of our built environment. Video, sculpture,
installation, and performance converge to address architecture through three broad themes: intervention,
mobility, and participation. In doing so, Wayra takes architecture beyond its obvious function as shelter
and design to examine its social, psychological, and cultural resonance in our lives.

IN REAL LIFE | 
IRL Miami
IRL Miami is located at 8395 NE 2nd Ave Miami, FL 33138. The current exhibition will be open by
appointment from June 27th through August 8th. To make an appointment or for any further questions
contact info@irl.institute or call 7863844856. Visist 
www.irl.institute
to sign up for our mailing list.
In Real Life is an artist run contemporary art institution operating out of two locations, IRL Miami and
IRL New York, and is run by artists Eddie Negron, Marla Rosen, Moises Sanabria, and Alyssa Davis.
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